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Abstract
A penalization method is applied to model the interaction of large Mach num-
ber compressible flows with obstacles. A supplementary term is added to the com-
pressible Navier-Stokes system, seeking to simulate the effect of the Brinkman-
penalization technique used in incompressible flow simulations including obstacles.
We present a computational study comparing numerical results obtained with this
method to theoretical results and to simulations with Fluent software. Our work
indicates that this technique can be very promising in applications to complex flows.
Key words: Brinkman Penalization, Complex geometries, Compressible
Navier-Stokes Equations, Shock Waves.
1 Introduction
The treatment of complex geometries, and the associated boundary conditions,
together with the presence of shocks, are two main difficulties in numerical
simulations involving compressible flows in problems of practical engineering
relevance such as flow over the wings and fuselage of rockets and airplanes.
When considering the compressible Navier-Stokes equations to model high
Mach flows, an adequate numerical treatment of shock waves can be achieved
through the use of high-resolution shock capturing (HRSC) techniques in the
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discretization of the convective fluxes. On the other hand, the presence of ob-
stacles in the flow is a complex issue that has been handled using a variety of
techniques, from coordinate transformations and body fitted structured and
unstructured grids to fictitious domain approaches [13,19].
The body-fitted unstructured mesh approach in particular seems to have
gained momentum within the shock capturing community, since it undoubt-
edly provides a highly effective means of simulating flows around geometri-
cally complex bodies. However, as noted in [27], the tendency to use unstruc-
tured grids should be counterbalanced by various considerations. On one hand,
there is nowadays a variety of high-resolution shock capturing schemes that
are robust and reliable, and very easily implemented on Cartesian meshes.
There is also numerical evidence that suggests that for very strong shocks,
schemes which employ unstructured grids suffer from larger phase errors than
do schemes which employ structured grids. Lastly, as pointed out in [27], given
the increased reliance placed on computational results, different alternatives
should be proposed, analyzed and compared in order to have different codes
to cross-check numerical results.
Cartesian boundary methods provide an alternative to the unstructured ap-
proach (see e.g. [27,21,22,9] and references therein). Conceptually, the embed-
ded boundary approach is quite simple: solid bodies blank out an area in a
background cartesian mesh and the ’cut cells’ receive special attention during
the numerical integration of the flow solution. It is widely understood that the
major obstacle faced by these schemes lies in formulating a general strategy
for cut cells that can cope with truly complex geometries. Small cut cells of-
ten lead to accuracy losses and/or strict time step restrictions. These concerns
have been addressed in the literature [27,22,12,9], but the resulting algorithms
are still rather complex.
A different set of techniques stems from the penalization method introduced
by E. Arquis and J.P. Caltagirone [3]. The physical idea of this penalization
technique is to consider the obstacle as a porous media with porosity tending
to zero. This corresponds to a Brinkman-type model, where the fluid domain
has a large permeability in front of that of the porous medium.
The basic design of the method for incompressible flows, as described by An-
got et al. in [2] is as follows: solid bodies are described by a mask function
with value 1 inside the obstacle and 0 outside. The momentum equations in
the Navier-Stokes system are modified by adding a supplementary term with
the idea of forcing the velocity to satisfy the no-slip conditions ((u, v) = (0, 0))
on the body of the obstacle. The new system is then solved in an obstacle-free
computational domain. Convergence theorems and rigorous error estimates
when the penalization parameter tends to zero are established in [2].
From a practical point of view, the use of the the mask function implies that
the incompressible Navier Stokes equations are being considered in the fluid
domain, while there is a fictitious fluid within the solid body that evolves by
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the full penalized system. Around the solid boundary, the computed values
for the real fluid and the fictitious fluid influence each other.
Since the penalized system is solved in an obstacle-free domain, fast and effec-
tive methods for Cartesian grids can be used. Different numerical simulations
of viscous flows using adaptive wavelet methods [31,17,34], pseudospectral
methods [16], or finite difference/volume methods [2,18,26], have put in evi-
dence the efficiency of this technique for incompressible flow simulations. The
underlying numerical scheme provides the computational framework for the
interplay between the real and the fictitious fluids. The complete algorithm
becomes then a general strategy that can cope with complex geometries in a
rather automatic manner.
The benefits of a similar penalization technique for compressible flows are ev-
ident, since it would allow the use of well established discretization techniques
for compressible flows on regular Cartesian meshes. Driven by applications in
computational aeroacoustics, and using an underlying adaptive wavelet collo-
cation method [34] in the time marching procedure, Q. Liu and O. Vasiliev
propose in [23] a penalization technique for the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations and apply it to acoustic problems. A related penalization technique
has been proposed also by Y. Cho, S. Boluriaan and P. Morris [5] for a κ− ω
turbulence model for high Reynolds number simulations.
The Penalization technique proposed in [7] and analyzed in this paper is for-
mally different from the two mentioned before. It successfully merges a HRSC
discretization of the convective fluxes in the Navier-Stokes system with a par-
ticular form of the penalization term that allows for an efficient solution algo-
rithm, whose global cost is considerably reduced by the use of the multilevel
technique developed by Chiavassa and Donat in [6]. We should remark that
the simulations in [23,5] only deal with low Mach number flow. On the other
hand, preliminary results with the present algorithm (see [7]) show that the
proposed penalization technique, together with a HRSC treatment of the con-
vective fluxes in the Navier-Stokes system, leads to an accurate simulation of
high Mach number shocked flows around obstacles of arbitrary shape.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no theoretical proof that the solution
to the penalized system tends to the solution of the compressible Navier-
Stokes equations when the penalization parameter goes to zero. Nevertheless,
our computational study indicates that our penalization technique provides
numerical results which are consistent with physical properties of the flows
under consideration.
In this paper we examine several features of our penalization technique. Our
numerical results indicate that the penalization parameter controls, as in the
incompressible case, the effective application of Dirichlet boundary conditions
on the solid body. In addition, we compare the results obtained from the
simulations with our penalization technique to the results obtained with the
all-purpose commercial Fluent code, obtaining a good agreement in global
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and local behavior of the computed flows. Finally, these numerical results
are compared with well known results from inviscid flow theory, when this
comparison is relevant. For the considered high Mach and high Reynolds flows,
the resulting flow should behave as an inviscid flow sufficiently far from the
obstacle. As before, the numerical results are absolutely consistent with the
theoretical inviscid values.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the physical problem and the
governing equations are given. The penalization method is described in section
3 and in section 4 we give specific details on the numerical technique we use
in the simulations. The results of various numerical simulations are shown in
section 5. Finally, we draw some conclusions in section 6.
2 Physical setting: Geometry and governing equations
Let Ω be a regular open set in IR2 (the computational domain) containing N
fixed regular obstacles Ωns , 1 ≤ n ≤ N . We set
Ωs =
N⋃
n=1
Ωns , Ωf = Ω\Ωs,
so that Ωs is the (closed) region occupied by the solid bodies and Ωf is the
fluid domain.
The flow around the obstacles Ωs is modeled by considering the full compre-
ssible Navier-Stokes equations on the fluid domain, together with appropriate
boundary conditions on the boundary of the solid bodies Γns = ∂Ω
n
s . Appro-
priate inflow/outflow boundary conditions have to be provided also, for com-
putational reasons, on the outer boundary of Ω, Γ. Hence, we shall consider
initial boundary-value problems (IBVP) as follows,


∂t
−→
U +∇−→F (−→U ) = 1
Re
∇−→FV (−→U ), (X, t) ∈ Ωf × IR+,
−→
U (X, t = 0) =
−→
U0(X) in Ωf ,
boundary conditions on Γ and Γns .
(1)
As usual,
−→
U = (ρ, ρu, ρv, E)T is the vector of dimensionless conservative vari-
ables, ρ being the density of the fluid, u and v the components of fluid velocity,
and E the total fluid energy. The Reynolds number is defined through a ref-
erence velocity u0, density ρ0, length l0 and viscosity µ0 by Re =
ρ0l0u0
µ0
.
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The convective flux vector
−→
F = (f(
−→
U ), g(
−→
U )) is classically defined as
f(
−→
U ) = (ρu, ρu2 + p, ρuv, (E + p)u)T
g(
−→
U ) = (ρv, ρuv, ρv2 + p, (E + p)v)T ,
(2)
while the viscous flux-vector
−→
FV = (fV (
−→
U ), gV (
−→
U )) is defined by
fV (
−→
U ) =
(
0, τxx, τxy, uτxx + vτxy +
γ
Pr
ex
)T
gV (
−→
U ) =
(
0, τyx, τyy, uτyx + vτyy +
γ
Pr
ey
)T (3)
where τ is the stress tensor, with the usual definitions corresponding to a
Newtonian fluid (see e.g. [1] for specific details), γ = cp
cv
is the constant specific
heat ratio and Pr is the Prandtl number.
System (1) is closed by the equation of state for a polytropic gas:
p = (γ − 1)ρe, (4)
where e stands for the internal fluid energy, linked to the temperature T and
to the total energy E by the relations
e = cvT, E = ρe+
1
2
ρ(u2 + v2). (5)
On the surface of each solid obstacle, Ωns , the fluid velocity must satisfy the
no-slip condition,
u|Γns = v|Γns = 0. (6)
We shall only consider Dirichlet boundary conditions for the temperature, that
is, we assume that the wall temperature on each obstacle is fixed to a given
value TΩns , i.e
T|Γns = TΩ
n
s
. (7)
The necessary outflow or inflow boundary conditions, imposed at the outer
boundaries of Ω depend of the problem, and shall be described in section 5.
3 The penalization method
The basic idea underlying all penalization techniques for incompressible flow
proposed in the literature is to enforce the no-slip boundary conditions by
adding a penalized velocity term in the momentum equation. In [3,2], the
penalization term
1
η
χΩs

u
v

 , (8)
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where χΩs is the characteristic (or mask) function of the solid domain Ωs,
is added to the momentum equation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes sys-
tem. This technique corresponds to a Brinkman-type porous media model with
variable permeability, where the fluid domain has a very large permeability
in front of that of the obstacle, and it has been applied successfully in many
configurations (fixed and moving obstacles) [2,16,18,31,17,34].
The analysis carried out in [2] demonstrates that the solution of the penalized
system converges to the solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes system
in the fluid domain, and that the velocity converges to zero in the solid do-
main at a theoretical rate of O(η3/4). This demonstrates that the penalization
parameter provides an effective tool in order to enforce the no-slip boundary
condition at the boundary of a solid body in incompressible flow. It is worth
mentioning that an effective convergence rate of O(η) for the velocity field
inside the obstacle has been found in all numerical experiments, instead of the
theoretical estimate of O(η3/4) proven in [2].
For compressible Navier-Stokes flow, the boundary condition includes also the
temperature (7), so that penalized terms need to be included both in the
equations for conservation of momentum and energy. In [23], penalized terms
including the velocity and the temperature are added to the momentum and
energy equations. In addition, the continuity equation for porous media is con-
sidered inside the obstacle to make the model compatible with compressible
flow through porous media.
The penalization technique proposed in [7] considers instead penalization
terms that involve directly the momentum and the global energy as follows


∂t
−→
Uη +∇−→F (−→Uη ) + 1η χΩs


0
ρηuη
ρηvη
Eη −EΩs


= 1
Re
∇−→FV (−→Uη), (X, t) ∈ Ω× IR+,
−→
Uη(X, t = 0) =
−→
U0(X) in Ω,
+ boundary conditions on Γ,
(9)
where
−→
Uη represents the vector of unknowns, depending now on the parameter
η (η is small 0 < η << 1), and EΩs is the ’energy’ of the solid body Ωs, whose
value is given in terms of the fixed wall Temperature TΩs by
EΩs = ρηcvTΩs. (10)
The expression of the penalization terms above is inspired also by efficiency
requirements in applying the multilevel-HRSC technology in order to be able
to compute accurate simulations of high Mach number flows. We observe that
including directly the momentum in the penalization term, instead of the ve-
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locity as in the incompressible case, makes it possible to solve efficiently the
system derived from an implicit treatment of the penalization terms. The fol-
lowing derivation shows that the penalization term for the energy equation
effectively enforces a Dirichlet condition on the temperature, while maintain-
ing the aforementioned efficiency.
A formal asymptotic analysis, as performed in [2], can be readily carried out
by writing formally 

ρη = ρ+ ηρ˜, uη = u+ ηu˜
eη = e+ ηe˜ vη,= v + ηv˜
(11)
from which we easily deduce that Eη = E+ ηE˜, Tη = T + ηT˜ and pη = p+ ηp˜
where the O(1) variables ρ, e, u, v, E, p, T are related by the usual relations
(4) and (5). Let us introduce these variables into system (9) and denote
−→
U =
(ρ, ρu, ρv, E)T . Then, one easily gets by identifying the terms of order η−1:
χΩs (0, ρu, ρv, E − ρcvTΩs)T = 0, (12)
while for the order η0 terms we obtain:
∂t
−→
U +∇−→F (−→U ) + χΩs


0
ρu˜+ ρ˜u
ρv˜ + ρ˜v
E˜ − ρ˜cvTΩs


=
1
Re
∇−→FV (−→U ). (13)
In the fluid domain (X ∈ Ωf), the mask function χΩs is zero and (13) reduces
to the initial Navier-Stokes system (1). Hence, as in [2], we formally have that−→
U is a solution of the compressible N-S equations on the fluid domain.
Inside of the obstacle χΩs(X) ≡ 1, hence relation (12) reduces to
ρu = ρv = 0 and E = ρcvTΩs , X ∈ Ωs. (14)
Because of the above, the first equation in system (13) becomes inside the
obstacle
∂tρ = 0, in Ωs. (15)
Thus, the density remains constant in the solid, and it follows from (14) that
u = v = 0 in the obstacle, i.e. the velocity field satisfies the no-slip boundary
condition. In addition, from equation (5) for the global energy, we readily
get that E = ρcvT in Ωs, hence we recover, thanks to (14), the temperature
boundary condition (7).
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This formal analysis, which proceeds as in the incompressible case, intends to
show that the vector
−→
U defined by relations (11) verifies the Navier-Stokes
equations in the fluid domain and the correct boundary conditions on the
obstacles. Since there is no analytical proof of the convergence of the penalized
solution
−→
Uη to
−→
U , the solution of the Navier-Stokes system (1), we shall carry
out a series of numerical experiments in section 5 in order to examine whether
the flow obtained from the penalized system (9) is physically correct. The
numerical results of section 5 seem to indicate that this penalization method
can be used efficiently for the simulation of shocked flows with obstacles. The
robustness of the numerical treatment of the convective terms (see section 4)
allows us to obtain high resolution simulations for high Mach number flows.
Remark Taking into account that u = v = 0 in Ωs, the second and third
equations in (13) become
∇p+ ρ(u˜, v˜)T = 0, X ∈ Ωs. (16)
Thus, since the density is constant, the gradient of the pressure is proportional
to the velocity inside the obstacle, i.e. there is a Darcy law for the pressure
inside the obstacle.
Remark From relations (12)-(16), it is possible, as in the incompressible case,
to recover the force acting on the solid Ωs by simply integrating the momentum
equation over the volume of the obstacle:
FΩs =
1
η
∫
Ωs
ρ(uη, vη)
TdX. (17)
This property is particularly interesting from a computational point of vue,
since the drag and lift can be computed very efficiently by a convenient ap-
proximation of the volume integral above, instead of a surface integral (see
formula (30)).
In addition to the incompressible Navier-Stokes system, similar penalization
techniques have been devised for the heat equation [16] and wave equation
[26]. In both cases, a theoretical proof of the convergence of the solutions
of the penalized system to the solution of the original system has also been
obtained.
4 Numerical algorithm
We shall describe in this section the way we discretize and solve numerically
the penalized system (9). Since the equations are now written in an obstacle
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free domain Ω, we consider a Cartesian grid G = {(xi, yj), 0 ≤ i ≤ Nx, 0 ≤
j ≤ Ny} with uniform step sizes δx, δy, fully covering Ω.
In what follows, we omit the subscript η in the variables for simplicity reasons.
Thus,
−→
Uij will denote the approximation of
−→
Uη(xi, yj).
We discretize system (9) by a method of lines, which leads to the following
system of ODEs at each point in the computational mesh:
d
−→
Uij
dt
+D(
−→
Uij) +K(
−→
Uij) +H(
−→
Uij) = 0. (18)
HereD(
−→
Uij) is the numerical divergence associated to the convective fluxes (see
section 4.1), K(
−→
Uij) the finite difference approximation of the viscous fluxes
(see section 4.2) and H(
−→
Uij) the approximation of the penalization term (see
section 4.3). The system of ODEs (18) will be solved by a Runge-Kutta time
integrator described in section 4.4.
4.1 Discretization of the inviscid fluxes
Since shocks are correctly and accurately computed by using the high reso-
lution shock-capturing (HRSC) technology, we consider an approximation in
conservation form for D(
−→
U ij) as follows
D(
−→
Uij) =
−→
Fi+1/2,j −−→Fi−1/2,j
δx
+
−→
Gi,j+1/2 −−→Gi,j−1/2
δy
, (19)
where
−→
F i+1/2,j =
−→
F
(−→
U i−k,j, · · · ,−→U i+m,j
)
,
−→
Gi,j+1/2 =
−→
G
(−→
U i,j−k, · · · ,−→U i,j+m
)
,
with
−→
F and
−→
G HRSC numerical flux functions, consistent with the physical
inviscid flux functions (2).
HRSC schemes of the ENO-WENO family in particular [30] are used routinely
nowadays in compressible flow simulations involving inviscid Euler flows due
to their robust behavior (see e.g. [6,28] and references therein). These schemes
require the use of Cartesian grids, where they are both simple to implement
and very efficient. Here, as in previous papers [6,28], we use a robust third
order ENO-type scheme [10][24] to compute the numerical flux functions.
The multilevel cost-reduction strategy developed in [6] is also employed in
order to reduce the computational cost associated to the HRSC computation
of the numerical divergence. It follows an original idea of A. Harten [14] and
is based on the fact that highly sophisticated shock-capturing numerical flux
functions are only needed in the neighborhood of an existing discontinuity or
in regions where singularities develop. In [6], a straightforward interpolating
wavelet transform is used in order to analyze the regularity of the numerical
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solution. The results in [6,28] show that, combined with the robust HRSC
scheme of [10], the multilevel technique is capable to obtain the high quality
expected of a HRSC scheme with a significant reduction in the global com-
putational effort, hence in the CPU time of the simulation (for details and
results see [6,28]).
The ideas of A. Harten in [14] have been extended by other authors in the
framework of finite volume schemes for shock computations. We mention, for
example, [8,29], where it is shown that computational savings in memory re-
quirements can also be obtained by incorporating adequate data structures in
the numerical code. This strategy can turn a wavelet-based adaptive scheme
into a true adaptive mesh-refinement code (see [25]).
In the present paper, the multilevel technique reduces the effective CPU time
associated to the computation of the numerical divergence (which is the main
time consuming part of the full algorithm) by an average factor of 5.5 for
uniform grids with 15362 points, of 4 for 10242, and of 3 for 5122 grid points.
4.2 Discretization of the viscous fluxes
As usual, the viscous fluxes are discretized with a centered scheme. To be
consistent with the order of the approximation of the convective term, we
use fourth order accurate centered finite difference discretizations of the space
derivatives involved in the viscous terms . The formulas for the first space
derivatives are [15]:
(ux)ij =
ui−2,j − 8ui−1,j + 8ui+1,j − ui+2,j
12δx
+O(δx4),
(20)
(uy)ij =
ui,j−2 − 8ui,j−1 + 8ui,j+1 − ui,j+2
12δy
+O(δy4),
and straightforward, but lengthy, algebra gives K(
−→
U ij) the space approxima-
tion of the viscous part of (9).
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4.3 Discretization of the penalization term
Once the parameter η is fixed, the penalization term is treated as a source
term and computed at each grid point (xi, yj) ∈ G by


H(
−→
Uij) = 0 if (xi, yj) ∈ Ωf ,
H(
−→
Uij) =
1
η


0
(ρu)ij
(ρv)ij
(E −EΩs)ij


if (xi, yj) ∈ Ωs.
(21)
This term requires only the knowledge of the geometry of the solid domain
and adds no extra computation. This should be compared to the computa-
tional efforts needed by an adaptation of the grid around the obstacle or by a
coordinate transformation.
4.4 The time discretization
The time integration of system (18) is carried out by using a third order
TVD Runge-Kutta scheme described in [30], where the convective and viscous
spatial terms are treated in an explicit fashion, while the penalization term is
treated implicitly. Let
L(
−→
Uij) = D(
−→
Uij) +K(
−→
Uij). (22)
We consider the following three steps time integrator for equation (18):
−→
U ∗ =
−→
U n − δt L(−→U n)− δt H(−→U ∗),
−→
U ∗∗ = 1
4
(
3
−→
U n +
−→
U ∗ − δt L(−→U ∗)− δt H(−→U ∗∗)
)
,
−→
U n+1 = 1
3
(−→
U n + 2
−→
U ∗∗ − 2δt L(−→U ∗∗)− 2δt H(−→U n+1)
)
.
(23)
The time step restriction due to stability for this scheme is δt = min(δte, δtv),
with δte the inviscid time step restriction,
δte = C1
min(δx, δy)
Snmax
, (24)
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where Snmax is the maximum wave speed throughout the domain at the time
level n, and δtv the viscous time step defined as [15]:
δtv = C2
(
min(δx, δy)
)2
Re
Pr
γµ
. (25)
Notice that, since we are interested in simulations of supersonic flows at large
Reynolds numbers, there is no need to treat the viscous terms implicitly. On
the other hand, an explicit discretization of the penalization term H(
−→
U ij)
would lead to a stability restriction of the form δt ∼ η, which is untractable
for the value of η considered in practical simulations (see section 5). The
implicit treatment of the penalization terms requires the solution of a linear
system at each time step. However, the specific form of H(·) makes this a
diagonal system, hence no extra work is involved in practice, in comparison
with a fully explicit scheme.
For the simulations we use C1 = 0.8 and C2 = 0.5. The time step is adapted
automatically during the computation.
The penalized system has to be solved also in the solid domain, which, in
principle, increases the computational time. However, except for a thin layer
around the solid body boundary, the flow is constant inside of the solid (see
sections 3 and 5), therefore the combination with the multilevel technique
allows for a considerable reduction of the associated computational expense.
Notice that when the point (xi, yj) ∈ Ωf the discrete function H(·) is zero,
and we recover the classical third order TVD Runge-Kutta scheme. On the
other hand, the scheme is only first order in time in the obstacle (i.e. when
H(·) is non zero). This will be improved in the future by the use of a real
third order semi-implicit Runge-Kutta scheme [35]. Our experience, however,
indicates that the influence of this loss of accuracy does not affect significantly
the overall resolution of the flow structure (see section 5).
5 Numerical results
We design a series of numerical experiments in order to determine whether or
not the penalization technique is able to reproduce correct physical behavior
for large Mach number flows.
In all the numerical experiments of this section, the computational domain Ω is
prescribed to be a square (0 ≤ x ≤ 2, 0 ≤ y ≤ 2). Inlet flow quantities are fixed
at x = 0 while non-reflecting boundary conditions (outflow) are prescribed at
the other boundaries using zero-order extrapolation at ghost cells [20].
The dimensionless penalized Navier Stokes equations (9) are solved, with the
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Reynolds number fixed to Re = 5 · 104 and the Prandtl number to 0.72 for
all the simulations. Only Dirichlet boundary conditions will be considered in
this paper, hence, taking into account the results of our formal asymptotic
analysis, we set initially the velocity (u, v)|Ωs = (0, 0) and the temperature to
the given boundary value TΩs.
In section 5.1, we focus on numerical simulations of a shock-cylinder inter-
action in order to examine the influence of the penalization parameter η on
the numerical results obtained with the penalization technique. In sections
5.2 and 5.3, we carry out simulations of supersonic flows around triangular
and cylindrical bodies by marching to steady state with the equations in (9).
The large value of the Reynolds number considered allows us to compare the
numerical results to well known theoretical properties of inviscid flow theory,
away from the obstacles. We do not focus in this paper on the behavior of
boundary layers or vortex sheets.
Our results are also compared to the numerical simulations obtained with
Fluent, a standard commercial code for CFD computations that uses a body-
fitted unstructured grid. The density-based solver of Fluent was selected for
solving the full Navier-Stokes equations (1), together with the no-slip bound-
ary condition and Dirichlet temperature condition on the boundary of the
solid obstacle. In the Fluent package [11], we selected second order accuracy
for temporal and spatial (upwind schemes) accuracy. To ensure that the posi-
tions of the shock and expansion waves are appropriately resolved, the grid is
dynamically refined during the calculation.
5.1 Unsteady flow: Influence of the penalization parameter
The first set of results intends to show that the formal asymptotic analysis
shown in section 3 does indeed hold. In particular, we shall see that the density
remains constant inside the obstacle, and that the penalized terms drive the
velocity down to zero inside the obstacle, hence effectively enforcing the no-
slip condition at the boundary, and the temperature to its specified value on
the boundary of the obstacle.
We shall consider a shock-cylinder interaction, with initial configuration as
described in figure 1: A Mach-3 shock wave (Ms = 3), initially located at
x = 0.1, travels from left to right to interact with a solid circle of radius
r = 0.2, centered at (0.5; 1). In the flow domain Ωf , the state variables at the
right of the shock at time t = 0 are (ρ0, p0, u0, v0) = (1, 1, 0, 0) and quantities at
the left of the shock are computed from the ones at the right side and the Mach
number Ms using classical shock considerations [33]. Inside the obstacle, i.e.
in Ωs, ρ = 1, and TΩs = 3. Energy and pressure are computed from relations
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(4) and (5).
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Fig. 1. Left: computational domain Ω and initial conditions for the shock-cylinder
interaction of section 5.1. Right: Shock-cylinder interaction for Ms = 3. Numerical
Schlieren image obtained from the density at time t = 0.4 for 10242 grid points and
penalization parameter η = 10−12.
To address the issue of the influence of the penalization parameter, η, on
the computed solution and the boundary conditions, we perform numerical
computations of the shock-cylinder test for different values of η and compute
the relative velocity and energy errors inside the obstacle as:
‖(u, v)‖L2(Ωs) =
1
M
v

δxδy ∑
(xi,yj)∈Ωs
‖(u, v)ij‖2


1/2
, (26)
‖E −EΩs‖L2(Ωs) =
1
ME

δxδy ∑
(xi,yj)∈Ωs
|Eij − EΩs |2


1/2
, (27)
with M
v
= max{‖(u, v)ij‖, (xi, yj) ∈ Ω} and ME = max{|Eij|, (xi, yj) ∈ Ω}.
The values of ‖(u, v)‖L2(Ωs) and ‖E−EΩs‖L2(Ωs) obtained from the simulations
corresponding to values of η between 10−4 and 10−10 are plotted in figure 2.
It is interesting to mention that the theoretical estimates for incompressible
flows obtained in [2], provide a convergence rate inside the solid obstacle of
order O(η3/4), but the effective, computational, rate inside the solid body in
numerical simulations was of O(η), a fact that was further confirmed in sub-
sequent papers [16,17,26,31,34]. Our penalization technique seems to follow
the same track, since in figure 2, we clearly observe that ‖(u, v)‖L2(Ωs) and
‖E − EΩs‖L2(Ωs) also tend to zero as O(η).
This numerical study indicates that, for practical simulations, the user depen-
dent parameter η allows for a real control of the boundary conditions. In all
the remaining simulations of this paper, we set the value η = 10−12.
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Fig. 2. Relative velocity (cross) (26), and energy (square) (27) norms inside the
cylinder with respect to the penalization parameter η (dot lines: f(η) = 10 · η,
logarithmic scales).
For this value of η, a Schlieren plot of the density after the interaction has
taken place is displayed on figure 1(right). Upstream of the obstacle, we clearly
observe a well resolved reflected (detached) shock wave, while a more complex
structure is developing downstream.
In figure 3 we display 1D profiles of the different flow variables at the two lines
crossing the center of the cylinder, whose boundaries are depicted by vertical
lines in the plots. The plots corresponding to the velocity norm, computed as
‖(u, v)ij‖ = (u2ij+v2ij)1/2, along the lines y = 1 and x = 0.5 allow us to see that
the velocity field becomes zero at the boundary of the obstacle (its value is in
fact of the order of η, see [7]). Likewise, the temperature is equal to the pre-
scribed value of TΩs = 3 at the obstacle boundary (up to O(η)), and remains
constant inside the obstacle. Pressure and energy are nearly constants while
the density increases rapidly in front of the solid to return to its initial value
inside the solid body. This effect is due to the rapid decrease in temperature,
and can be explained by the perfect gas law where the density is proportional
to P
T
.
Notice that the values inside of the solid domain remain nearly constant, even
though they are not relevant from a physical point of view. This feature implies
in turn that, due to the multi-level computation of the numerical divergence,
no costly HRSC computations are being made inside the obstacle.
5.2 Steady-state supersonic flow around a triangle
We consider next the flow field over a solid body moving at supersonic speeds.
In this section we consider a solid body of triangular shape with height h = 0.5
and half angle θ = 20 deg, as shown in figure 4, placed in the computational
domain Ω so that its left apex is located at the point S = (0.5, 1). The flow field
is solved using the penalized Navier-Stokes equations (9). The computation
is stopped when a steady state is obtain for the position of the shock waves.
Once the inlet flow Mach number M1 is given, the initial variables in the fluid
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Fig. 3. Profiles of the density, pressure, velocity norm, temperature and energy for
the shock-cylinder interaction (Ms = 3 and η = 10
−12) along the stagnation line
y = 1 and along the vertical line x = 0.5. The vertical lines define the limits of the
solid body.
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Fig. 4. Left: geometrical configuration for oblique shock wave analysis. Right: Com-
putational domain with Fluent expressed by a multiple of h, the characteristic length
of the obstacle.
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domain, (ρ1, p1, u1, v1) = (1, 1,
√
γM1, 0), are forced at the inlet boundary
x = 0 for all time. In the solid body we set ρ = 1, TΩs = 3 and the velocity is
set to zero.
A oblique shock is predicted by the inviscid flow theory. It can be attached or
detached depending on the values of the deflection angle θ and the upstream
Mach number M1. If the shock is attached to the triangle, its angle with the
horizontal, β, can be computed through the following relation [15]:
tan θ = 2 cotβ
[
M21 sin
2 β − 1
M21 (γ + cos 2β) + 2
]
. (28)
For M1 = 2 and θ = 20 deg, the shock must be attached and according to
(28), β = 53.46 deg.
Figure 5 shows Schlieren plots of the density and isomach lines obtained with
the penalization technique. The simulation gives an attached oblique shock
wave as predicted by the theory.
Following the Fluent user’s guide [11], a larger computational domain is con-
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Fig. 5. Supersonic flow around a triangle forM1 = 2 (1536
2 grid points) - Numerical
Schlieren image obtained from the density (left) and Isomach lines (right).
sidered in order to minimize the effect of the far field boundary conditions
(see fig (4)). A non reflective pressure far field boundary condition is used in
order to model a free stream condition on the top boundary, at the bottom
boundary and on the left (i.e. in the upstream direction) of the solid body.
Downstream, a standard pressure boundary condition is set, with a non re-
flecting treatment of the pressure waves [11]. The boundary conditions on the
solid obstacle are (u, v)|Γs = (0, 0);T|Γs = 3. The adaptive unstructured grid
was initially made of 35000 triangular cells and reached 50000 cells during the
computation. It corresponds to a spatial resolution around obstacle and shock
waves in-between the 5122 and 10242 penalization simulations. The isomach
lines of the flow pattern obtained after using the Fluent package are displayed
in figure 6. Only part of the computational domain is represented on figure 6.
From the numerical results, we measure the mean value of the shock angle
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Fig. 6. Left: zoom of the computational mesh for the Fluent solver. Right: Isomach
lines
for the different computational mesh sizes used in the multilevel-penalization
simulations and in the Fluent simulation. For the simulations with the pe-
nalization technique (figure 5), we use the left apex of the triangle and the
intersection of the shock wave with the y = 0 line. The same corresponding
points have been used for the Fluent evaluation. The results are displayed in
Table 1, where we observed an excellent agreement between numerical and
theoretical values.
Theoretical 5122 grid pts 10242 grid pts 15362 grid pts Fluent
β = 53.46 deg 54.13 53.70 53.56 53.62
Table 1
Theoretical and numerical values of mean shock angle β for M1 = 2 and θ = 20deg
Another quantity that can be directly computed from oblique-shock theory
for inviscid flow is the value of the pressure downstream of the shock, p2. It is
given by the relation [15]:
p2
p1
= 1 +
2γ
γ + 1
(
(M1 sin β)
2 − 1
)
. (29)
On figure 7, we display the values of the pressure as a function of x on the
line y = 1.44, a line located sufficiently far from the solid body so that it is
reasonable to assume that the flow is inviscid there. We readily appreciate the
good agreement between the results obtained by the penalization technique
and the Fluent results.
In addition, we compile in table 2 the various numerical estimates for the value
of p2 obtained from the numerical values in the above plots, together with the
theoretical value predicted by (29). The results obtained with the penalization
technique are a mere .5% off the values predicted by the inviscid flow theory.
For high Mach number flows, like in the present situation, the viscous drag is
less than 2% of the total drag exerted on the body. Indeed, even if the grid
resolution is not sufficient to fully resolve the viscous layer around the solid
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Fig. 7. Supersonic flow around a triangle for M1 = 2 - Pressure on line y = 1.44.
Fluent simulation (◦); penalization with 10242 points (⊲) and with 5122 points (⋆).
Theoretical 5122 grid pts 10242 grid pts 15362 grid pts Fluent
p2 = 2.8458 2.859 2.86 2.864 2.759
Table 2
Theoretical and numerical values of p2 at point A of coordinates (0.8, 1.44).
body, computation of the drag is physically relevant. The total drag coefficient,
CTD, is computed as usual dividing the x-component of the force acting on the
solid by the quantity 1
2
ρ1u
2
1l, where l is the length of the body (the height
of the triangle in our case). For the flow computation we carried out in this
section, (and with our dimensionless variables) l = .5, M = 2 so that the
formula reduces to CTD = F
x
Ωs/γ. The Fluent package provides directly the
value of CTD, while in the penalization simulations, we can estimate its value
using formula (17) and simple numerical integration:
FxΩs ≈
δxδy
η
∑
(xi,yj)∈Ωs
ρ(xi, yj) uη(xi, yj). (30)
It is also possible to deduce an approximate value of the pressure drag co-
efficient, CPD, using classical inviscid shock wave and Prandtl-Meyer theories
[32]. The derivation assumes a constant static pressure on the back side of the
body, p3, equal to the downstream expansion wave pressure value, giving rise
to:
CPD =
4(p2
p1
− p3
p1
) tan θ
γM21
. (31)
From the Fluent results, we measure a value of p3 = 0.22 after the expan-
sion wave, which, substituting in (31) gives CPD ≈ 0.68. The Fluent package
provides directly a value for CPD (see table 3), which is very close to this ap-
proximation but also to CTD, as it should be for this flow. The results for the
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Penalization Fluent Euler theory
CTD 0.743/0.717/0.727 0.709 #
CPD # 0.704 0.68
Table 3
Total and Pressure Drag coefficients for Mach 2 inlet flow on a triangle. Penalization
results are for 5122/10242/15362 grid points.
flow under examination are displayed in table 3, were we can observe the
excellent agreement between the values obtained by the two techniques.
We conclude this section by emphasizing the robustness of the multilevel pe-
nalization technique for high Mach number flows. In figure 8, we present the
numerical results obtained with this technique for a Mach 4.9 flow. In this
case, formula (28) yields a theoretical angle β = 30.0058 deg, and relation
(29) gives a value for the downstream pressure of p2 = 6.8387. We measure
these quantities from our numerical results, obtaining an numerical estimate
for the reflected shock of β˜ = 29.92 deg using the left apex and the inter-
section of the shock and the x = 2 line. An estimate for p2 is obtained by
the numerical value for the pressure at the point (1.3, 1.5), this value yields
p˜2 = 6.745. These encouraging results give an indication of the robustness of
the numerical technique, HRSC plus penalization, even for high Mach number
flow.
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Fig. 8. Supersonic flow around a triangle forM1 = 4.9 (512
2 grid points) - Numerical
Schlieren image obtained from the density (left) and the temperature (right).
5.3 Steady-state supersonic flow around a cylinder
It is well known that a blunt-nosed body moving at supersonic speeds produces
a strong, curved bow shock wave which sits in front of the blunt-nose. In the
case of a solid cylinder, some properties of the flow, like the geometrical form of
the shock, or its position behind the cylinder, have been studied in inviscid flow
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theory. We shall use them to further validate the numerical results obtained
with our penalization technique.
We consider a cylinder of radius r = 0.2, centered at the point (1, 1) in our
usual computational domain Ω. The initial and inflow values of density, pres-
sure and velocity are as in section 5.2 and the same no-slip and temperature
boundary conditions are applied on the obstacle. Numerical solutions obtained
for M1 = 2 are represented on figure 9.
From theoretical and experimental results, Billig proposed in [4] to model the
geometrical form of the shock wave by a hyperbola. Then, the distance ∆
of the shock from the obstacle, measured on the stagnation line (y = 1), is
approximated in [4] by:
∆
r
= 0.386 exp
(
4.67
M21
)
. (32)
We have superposed Billig’s hyperbola to the results of our simulations in
figure 9. It can be observed that there is a very good agreement in the region
surrounding the stagnation line y = 1. This is further confirmed by the numer-
ical estimates of ∆ obtained from our simulations, which are displayed in Table
4, where the results obtained from the Fluent simulation are also provided.
The same computational domain and boundary conditions than in section 5.2
are used for the Fluent simulation and isodensity lines are provided on fig 9.
In fig 9, it should also be noticed the discrepancy between the theoretical and
computational shapes of the bow shock near the upper and lower boundaries
of the domain Ω. This behavior can be blamed on the imposed outflow condi-
tion on these boundaries, which perturbs the flow and slows down the shock
wave, and we have verified that the computation on a slightly wider domain
decreases the difference at boundaries. This drawback could be avoided using
a more sophisticated treatment of these outflow boundaries, but this is out of
the scope of this paper at this moment.
M1 = 2 Theoretical Penalization Fluent
∆/r 1.24 1.33/1.23 1.30
ps 5.69 5.65/5.68 5.608
Table 4
Theoretical and numerical values of shock detachment ∆/r and stagnation pressure
for Mach 2 flow-cylinder interaction. Numerical values are given for 5122/10242 grid
points.
The accuracy of the computed flow close to the stagnation line is further
examined as follows. In figure 10, we display the value of the pressure along
the stagnation line y = 1 for two values of the mesh size in the penalization
simulations, together with the Fluent results. There is an excellent agreement
between these sets of numerical values.
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Fig. 9. Supersonic flow around a cylinder for inlet Mach number M1 = 2. Left:
isodensity lines computed with penalization method and 10242 grid points. Right:
isodensity lines computed with Fluent. Dotted lines: Billig’s hyperbola approxima-
tion of bow shock.
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Fig. 10. Supersonic flow around a cylinder for M1 = 2 - Pressure on line y = 0 -
Fluent simulation (◦); penalization with 10242 points (⊲) and with 5122 points (⋆).
In addition, we shall also compare the value of the stagnation pressure i.e
p(0.8, 1), to the theoretical value provided by compressible flow theory [15].
The value of ps is given as a function of pl and Ml, the values of pressure and
Mach number on the stagnation line (y = 1) just after the bow shock, by the
following relation:
ps = pl(1 +
γ − 1
2
M2l )
γ
γ−1 . (33)
We measure pl and Ml from our simulations to obtain the prediction of ps
by formula (33). In table 4, we compare this value to the pressure given by
our code at the stagnation point, (x = 0.8, y = 1). The very good agreement
obtained, confirms the ability of our method to compute precisely important
physical parameters in flow-obstacle interactions.
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Penalization Fluent
CTD 1.43/1.44 1.358
CPD # 1.357
Table 5
Total and Pressure Drag coefficients for Mach 2 inlet flow on a cylinder. Penalization
results are for 5122/10242 grid points.
In table 5, we display the drag coefficients computed from our numerical re-
sults. For the penalization method we use l = .4, i.e. the diameter of the
cylinder and, following the same arguments as before, we arrive at the for-
mula CTD = 5F
x
Ωs/(4γ). There is only a .5% discrepancy between the results
obtained with both techniques.
We close this section with a final simulation that emphasizes the ability of
the penalization technique to deal with complex geometrical configurations.
In figure 11, we show the results of the simulation of the interaction of a Mach
3 shock wave with six cylinders. The initial set-up is the same as in section
5.1. This configuration would be difficult to manage for any classical method,
increasing, in many cases, the computational expense with respect to that of
a single cylinder. However, the penalization algorithm we have introduced in
this paper only needs the characteristic function of the solid bodies. Absolutely
no extra cost is added compared to the one-obstacle computation of section
5.1, except from the fact that the multiple shock interactions produce a rather
complex flow pattern, detected by the multilevel technique, so that a larger
number of costly flux evaluation is demanded by the flow field. However,this is
an automatic feature of the multilevel procedure and the basic code is exactly
the same. Only the mask function needs to be modified to account for the six
cylinders.
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we have performed a series of numerical experiments that aim
at evaluating a new penalization technique, proposed in [7], for compressible
flow in the presence of solid obstacles. The proposed penalization technique
was motivated by the Brinkman-penalization technique analyzed in [2] for in-
compressible flows, and it involves the addition of penalization terms in the
momentum and energy equations of the 2D compressible Navier-Stokes sys-
tem. A formal perturbation analysis, confirmed by our numerical experiments,
shows that the proposed penalization effectively imposes no-slip boundary con-
ditions on the velocity and Dirichlet boundary conditions on the temperature
of the obstacle.
The main purpose of penalization techniques is to avoid the use of body fitted
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Fig. 11. Multi-cylinders simulation with an initial Mach 3 shock wave (Density 10242
grid points at time t = 0.5).
meshes in order to be able to use fast and effective methods on Cartesian grids.
In order to solve the penalized equations, we follow the multilevel strategy of
[6], which is based on a method-of lines discretization of the penalized system
on a regular Cartesian mesh. The resulting system of ODEs are solved in time
by a TVD Runge-Kutta scheme with an implicit treatment of the penalization
terms. The specific form of the penalization terms in our method results in a
diagonal system whose solution does not involve any additional cost. The high
resolution shock capturing technology is used for the explicit discretization of
the convective fluxes, and we use a simple explicit treatment of the viscous,
second order, terms in the equations.
The explicit treatment of the parabolic terms is justified by the fact that we
aim at simulations at large Reynolds number, and the high resolution shock
capturing technology is essential in order to obtain reliable results for high
Mach number flows. The multi-level cost reduction strategy allows for a sig-
nificant reduction of the computational cost associated to the numerical flux
computations, [6,28] and allows us to obtain high resolution simulations at
reasonable computational times on personal computers (between hour and
day for the presented simulations).
The numerical results shown in this paper suggest that the convergence rate
to the right no-slip and temperature conditions inside the obstacle is propor-
tional to the penalization parameter η, the same computational rate observed
in the incompressible case. Since η is an independent parameter, this implies
a real control on the way the boundary conditions are imposed.
Several numerical simulations involving high Mach numbers flows and solid
bodies of different shapes have been presented. The results have been com-
pared to well-known properties of inviscid shocked flows, and also with the
Fluent package for CFD computations. The numerical results presented show
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the ability of our method to represent precisely and efficiently important prop-
erties of the flow away from the boundary of the obstacle. In this paper, only
Euler-like behavior has been analyzed.
More mathematical aspects of this method need also to be analyzed, includ-
ing the convergence of the penalized solution to the solution of the original
problem in the flow domain region.
From the computational point of view, it will be interesting to examine the
improvements that result from considering a higher accuracy in the implicit
treatment of the penalization terms, as well as to consider simulations on
aerodynamic bodies, such as airfoils, which will also contribute to better un-
derstand and evaluate the potential of the proposed technique. It is important
also to study the behavior of the solution close to the solid body, and in all
regions where the viscous effects are important.
Another important issue that has not been considered in this paper is that of
the accuracy of the results obtained. For this, a numerical study with respect
to known exact solutions is needed. This will be considered in a forthcoming
paper.
Nevertheless, these first difficult simulations point out that our penalization
method, combined with a robust HRSC technique, could be efficiently used in
the future in numerical simulations involving complex industrial flows.
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